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Abstract  
Climate-related targets for cities abound, but it is unclear how important they are in driving actual 
transformations. Scholars have often taken a skeptical view of official climate discourses, including their 
ambitious targets, and instead turned their attention to experimentation, innovation and civic action – 
colloquially termed 'real action.' In this article we try on the opposite view. Contributing to 'speculative political 
ecology', we argue that climate-related targets, even those without hard policies directly attached to them, can 
render climate change more governable and actionable. In a fragmented, polycentric and dispersed governance 
landscape, the immutability of a 'hard' number can create coherence, direction and measurability to policy 
action. We examine a particular target, and its associated governance instruments, which has arguably had a 
transformative effect on urban policy. Our empirical focus is Norway's Zero Growth Objective in urban 
transport policy. We follow the target from its first formulation as a soft goal around 2006 and until 2019, by 
when it had materialized as a hard target shaping funding streams and concrete policy interventions, and most 
likely, emission levels. Arguably, it has been a highly effective frame for policy.  
Key words: climate change, targets, transport policy, immutable mobile, Norway 
 
Résumé  
Il existe de nombreux objectifs liés au climat pour les villes, mais il n'est pas évident de savoir dans quelle 
mesure ils sont à l'origine de transformations réelles. Les chercheurs ont souvent adopté un point de vue 
sceptique à l'égard des discours officiels sur le climat, y compris leurs objectifs ambitieux, et ont plutôt porté 
leur attention sur l'expérimentation, l'innovation et l'action civique - ce que l'on appelle familièrement "l'action 
réelle". Dans cet article, nous essayons d'adopter le point de vue opposé. Contribuant à l'"écologie politique 
spéculative", nous soutenons que les objectifs liés au climat, même ceux qui ne sont pas directement liés à des 
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politiques concrètes, peuvent rendre le changement climatique plus gouvernable et actionnable. Dans un 
paysage de gouvernance fragmenté, polycentrique et dispersé, l'immuabilité d'un chiffre "concret" peut créer 
une cohérence, une orientation et une mesurabilité de l'action politique. Nous examinons un objectif particulier, 
et les instruments de gouvernance qui lui sont associés, dont on peut dire qu'ils ont eu un effet transformateur 
sur la politique urbaine. Notre étude empirique porte sur l'objectif de croissance zéro de la Norvège en matière 
de transports urbains. Nous suivons cet objectif depuis sa première formulation en tant qu'objectif non 
contraignant vers 2006 et jusqu'en 2019, date à laquelle il s'est matérialisé en tant qu'objectif contraignant 
façonnant les flux de financement et les interventions politiques concrètes, et très probablement les niveaux 
d'émission. On peut dire qu'il s'agit d'un cadre politique très efficace.  
Mots clés: Changement climatique, objectifs, politique des transports, mobile immuable, Norvège 
 
Resumen  
Los objetivos relacionados con el clima para las ciudades son numerosos, pero no está claro si estos objetivos 
están impulsando transformaciones. Los estudiosos han adoptado a menudo una postura escéptica ante los 
discursos oficiales sobre el clima, incluidos sus ambiciosos objetivos. En su lugar, han centrado su atención en 
la experimentación, la innovación y la acción cívica, lo que coloquialmente se denomina "acción real." En este 
artículo adoptamos un punto de vista opuesto. Contribuyendo a la "ecología política especulativa", sostenemos 
que los objetivos relacionados con el clima hacen que el cambio climático sea más gobernable y accionable. 
En un panorama de gobernanza fragmentado, policéntrico y disperso, la inmutabilidad de un número "concreto" 
puede aportar coherencia, dirección y mensurabilidad a la acción política. Examinamos un objetivo concreto, 
y sus instrumentos de gobernanza asociados, que ha tenido cierto efecto en la política urbana. Se trata del 
Objetivo de Crecimiento Cero de Noruega para la política de transporte urbano. Seguimos el objetivo desde su 
primera formulación como un objetivo blando en torno a 2006 y hasta 2019, cuando se ha materializado como 
un objetivo duro que da forma a flujos de financiación e intervenciones políticas concretas, y muy 
probablemente, a los niveles de emisiones. En nuestra opinión, ha sido un marco político muy eficaz.  
Palabras clave: cambio climático, objetivos, política de transportes, móvil inmutable, Noruega 
 
 
1. Introduction  

What is the point of climate related targets, when they are seemingly formulated without a direct link 
to concrete action? The climate policy discourse is rife with ambitious targets, such as Net Zero2, and it is 
highly unclear what these ambitious targets mean in practice. To some, these targets are nothing less than 
smokescreens, creating the illusion of drastic action, while the actual achievements in terms of change in 
practices and ultimately, a reduction in emissions, are faint.  

This article takes the opposing view on these targets. What if even soft climate policy targets can play 
important roles in mobilizing hard policies and actual achievements? What if soft climate targets can set in 
motion political and governance processes that, over time, structure concrete action? What are the mechanisms 
by which that can occur? Although we want to be careful of arguing for greenwashing, soft targets and rhetoric 
without action, particularly given the urgent nature of climate action, we nevertheless take the point of 
departure that soft targets should not be dismissed out of hand. In this way, we hope to contribute to a 
speculative political ecology that not only critiques existing regimes of governance, but also aims to tease out 
ways in which fragments of governance arrangements existing somewhere can help unlock shifts towards 
sustainable transformation.  

The Norwegian Zero Growth Objective was originally formulated as a soft and vague target, but as we 
elaborate below, it hardened over time. The target, formulated in 2006, states that all growth in personal traffic 
in the largest cities will be covered by public transport, walking and cycling. The "zero growth" aspect implied 
in this is of course that there will be no growth in private car traffic. Over the course of a decade or so, it has 
arguably played a substantive role in transforming the way that the country's major cities facilitate transport 
and mobility, to the extent that it has become a key point of contention by political actors seeking to delay 
strong action.  

 
2 https://netzeroclimate.org/ 

https://netzeroclimate.org/
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Cities are particularly relevant for the study of the relationship between target-setting and concrete 
action. They are certainly ambitious in setting targets. In recent years, cities all over the world have set 
ambitious and celebrated goals related to a range of sustainability challenges such as emission cuts, renewable 
energy use, energy efficiency, electric vehicle uptake, growth of bicycle use, and more. More than 7,700 local 
and regional authorities have, at the time of writing, signed up to the Covenant of Mayors and thereby 
committed themselves to achieving and exceeding the EU climate and energy targets. The Covenant of Mayors 
initiative is one of many examples of how governance entities are organizing themselves in networks in rallying 
around particular targets.  

A key question, then, is whether and how this targeting and goal-setting is turned into concrete action. 
In many cases, it is tempting to see the current practices of ambitious target-setting as unconnected to any 
realistic program of delivering on what they promise. Ambitious target-setting thereby becomes an exercise of 
vanity, wherein cities compete for the most ambitious targets but not the most transformative policies. 
Understood in this sense, targets help politicians appear to be doing something when they are actually not, thus 
'sustaining the unsustainable' (Blühdorn 2007). Several convincing accounts support this view. Both 
Swyngedouw (2010) and Methmann (2010) have argued that climate governance and its surrounding discourse 
involve complex managerial and institutional configurations that produce the impression of action, without 
actually changing the basic structures and processes that are causing the climate crisis. In other words, scholars 
have argued that such targets are part of a machinery that produces the perception that something is happening, 
while in actuality it is not, constructing speculative futures that depoliticize and prolong present political 
ecologies, as oxymoronic self-unfulfilling prophecies (contra Merton 1948). Likewise, scholars characterize 
adaptive governance measures (such as targets and agreements) as 'inherently optimistic' (Cleaver and Whaley 
2018) and point out that such approaches are conditioned by underlying power structures (Westskog et al. 
2020). It is hard to find studies that actually contradict this, that show the effectiveness of climate targets. 
Notably, Leffel (2022) does find that network membership is related to climate mitigation achievements by 
cities, which suggests target-setting may have value and underscores the need for studies that report on its 
effectiveness at the urban scale. 

This article aims to unpack the experiences in a case that arguably did have real-world effects, the Zero 
Growth Objective for Norwegian cities. The empirical material consists of a combination of document analysis, 
interviews and participant observation. We discuss the emergence and development of the target over time, 
emphasizing its increasing hardening through increasingly clear formulation, its legitimation through 
authoritative action, and eventually its attachment to funding streams between the national state and city 
governments and thus to effective institutionalization. In turn, the target has helped render transport governable 
for climate policy (cf. Jensen et al. 2017 on bicycles, calculative practices and urban environmental 
governance), cohering a range of complex policy mechanism around a single, easily legible target. More 
broadly, we argue that ambitious targets have an important role to play in urban transformations, one that can 
be attained if they are robustly tied to harder policy mechanisms.  

The article proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides theoretical background, situating our contribution 
in critical literature on urban policy formation and climate governance. It then outlines an approach to 
understand the potential transformative role of targets, drawing on discussions on the power of quantification. 
Section 3 gives a short overview of the empirical and methodological basis for the claims in the article. Section 
4, the main analytical section, outlines the emergence and development of the Zero Growth Objective for 
Norwegian cities. Section 5 concludes by discussing the contribution of this analysis for a speculative political 
ecology of target-setting in climate and sustainability transition politics.  

 
2. Assembling effective climate policy  

 
Targets as rhetorical practice  

Policies have to be understood in the broader context in which they are developed, argued for, decided 
and implemented. We do not aim to look for "effective" policies in the sense of interventions that are assumed 
to have certain effects detached from contexts, and that can be easily transferred to other settings (cf. Bimer et 
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al. 2009). The policy mobility literature has shown how policies always change when they "travel", because 
are often highly dependent upon the contexts in which they were developed (Clarke 2012; also see van Ewijk 
et al. 2015). Building on insights from this approach, we situate this study in a relational approach to urban 
transformation and governance (Grandin and Haarstad 2021), where change in cities is not simply a result of 
the implementation of particular policies. It is an outcome of interconnected processes within and beyond 
particular cities, involving different types of actors, networks and infrastructures (McCann 2011; Haarstad 
2016). Change is a result of how particular triggers interact with their surrounding context, and how they may 
serve to assemble chains of action that lead to deeper and more fundamental forms of change (Haarstad and 
Wanvik 2017). Here the politics of political ecology are relationally reproduced through technologies such as 
metrics, and carried through artefacts such as transport policies and reports by engaged, situated actors. Metrics 
thus have powerful performative potential when enrolled and enacted within power structures. 

The question here is whether climate targets can, under certain conditions, play the role of triggering 
change, as veritable catalysts, or as 'slow-release' policy levers. Scholars have often taken a skeptical view of 
official climate discourses, including their ambitious targets. For good reason, too. Hegemonic agents have 
been able to postulate almost any policy – free trade, continued oil exploration, economic growth – as part of 
the solution to the climate problem. A similar critique has been made against the entire sustainable development 
discourse (While et al. 2010).  

At the urban scale, there are also clear discrepancies between the rhetoric and reality of climate targets, 
as studies cited in the introduction underscore. In rhetorical terms, cities generate and circulate high-profile 
stories and "best practice" narratives that highlight claims about achievements and successes (Bulkeley 2006; 
McCann 2011). In terms of substantive change, however, real effects may be more elusive. Grandin and Sareen 
(2020, p.72) describe urban governance arrangements as "often characterised by voluntary action, weak 
institutions, non-binding commitments and uncoordinated efforts", and argue that it can be difficult to 
determine the substantive and enduring transformative impact of their interventions. More concretely, 
researchers have also criticized the targets that cities operate with. Leal and Azevedo (2016, p.427) reviewed 
the targets for local energy planning for a number of case cities, and found them to show a lack of 
standardization of methodologies, "leading to a diversity that may not only hamper the comparison between 
different municipalities' action but also prevent a consistent assessment of their global impact." In similar vein, 
Kramers and co-authors (2013) found that behind relatively similar targets lie a wide variety of accounting 
methodologies, system boundaries, timeframes and emission source inclusion/exclusion rationales. Moreover, 
there is limited awareness of these methodological limitations among city administrators, who exhibit wide 
variation (see Berker and Larssæther 2016).  

In short, one can find grounds for deep skepticism against the practice of target-setting in the climate 
governance literature, including at the urban scale. In an abstract sense, these targets can be seen as part of a 
post-political and techno-managerial climate governance discourse that simultaneously appears climate-
friendly without addressing the underlying contradictions that produce the climate problem in the first place. 
Urban target-setting can be seen as a part of the circulation of "best practice" and rhetorical competition to be 
the most sustainable city (Holgersen and Hult 2020), while the actual commitments are mostly non-binding 
and voluntary.  

 
Targets as triggers for action  

At the same time, it is possible to approach the problematic from the opposite angle. Despite 
acknowledging the dangers of rhetorical practice, we can consider whether a target can operate as a trigger or 
policy lever that mobilizes substantive change in cities. If this is the case, what are the key mechanisms?  

There are several literatures to point to in outlining a rationale for expecting that climate-related targets, 
as a technology of speculative political ecology, may have a substantive effect on the real world. The most 
well-known climate related target, the 2 degree target long at the center of climate policy, is the most prominent 
example of a target with substantive rhetorical weight, and now a pillar of the Paris Agreement reached in 2015 
as well as other key policy agreements and proposals. The target states that global warming should not exceed 
2 degrees Celsius compared to the preindustrial era. The emergence and gradual prominence of the target is 
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instructive as an exemplar of the process behind the target-setting. As per Randalls (2010), the 2-degree target 
was first proposed by the European Union in 1996, with support from environmentalists and scientists. Even 
though the figure itself makes significant assumptions about ecological impacts and costs, there was little 
explicit scientific evidence for why this particular target was chosen. A range of critics from scientific experts 
to economists have argued that the target is an infeasible and inappropriate way of framing climate policy, and 
indeed many policy actors point to a 1.5-degree target instead. Nevertheless, various high-level policy 
statements, from the EU, G20, the COP conferences, and so on, have repeatedly reaffirmed this numericized 
boundary of dangerous climatic change. Randalls suggests that it has served as a heuristic to focus the attention 
of policymakers, in a way that offered an expected goal which could help justify costly interventions. At the 
same time, he suggests that it may also have stimulated a tedious debate about desirable levels of climate 
change, distracting attention and pressure from the process of reducing emissions. Other notable supra-national 
examples include estimation of shale gas resources (Kama and Kuchler 2019) and of the "Arctic edge" 
(Steinberg and Kristofferson 2017), with implications for extraction. 

Despite the potential downsides, it does appear that at least the practice of having a target has focused 
the attention of policymakers. In psychology, literature on goal setting and how it influences performance 
focuses on the individual level. For example, Locke and Latham found that specific, difficult goals consistently 
led to higher performance than simply urging people to do their best (Locke and Latham 1990). They conclude 
that when people are asked to do their best, they do not do so. Without a concrete goal, individuals can assess 
their behaviour without any external referent, which leads to a wide range of acceptable performance levels. 
That is to say, without specific concretized goals, people accept sub-standard performance and thus achieve 
less.  

There are contributions in political science and public administration that use this goal-setting theory to 
understand urban climate governance. Hofstad and co-authors (2020) argue that goal-setting processes are 
important for cities because they activate a "multitude of internal and external actors for shared goals and 
purposes." They see goal-setting in cities as not just an internal process, but potentially a process that mobilizes 
action more broadly. Cities differ on how they structure the goal-setting processes, and Hofstad and co-authors 
separate between an inclusive versus an efficiency-oriented approach. The inclusive approach contains 
ambiguous all-encompassing climate goals, consensus-oriented political decision-making, a broad 
administrative entity with a weak mandate, and close and long-term stakeholder collaboration. While an 
efficiency-oriented approach, which is largely instrumental, includes clear and problem-oriented climate goals 
for both goal-effective and efficiency-oriented political decision-making. The latter typically involves a 
special-purpose administrative entity with a wide and clear mandate and targeted and temporary stakeholder 
collaboration brought together to address specific problems or subject matters (Hofstad et al., 2020).  

 
Targets as "immutable mobiles"  

In developing our own approach, we build on these perspectives but seek to broaden the scope 
significantly. Climate targets, we would suggest, can be seen as having broader effects than simply providing 
benchmarks for individual institutions. Our view of politics is, in line with Beland and Cox (2000), not that of 
a contest between people who have clear and stable interests and strategies and goals for pursuing them, but 
rather of a struggle over interests among people and institutions motivated by myriad, oft-conflicting ideas. 
Ideas are pivotal in shaping politics and institutional practices. Targets can be understood as condensed ideas, 
discourses or norms, and studied by scrutinizing how they frame a particular problem, legitimize particular 
courses of action, enable and constrain agency, and create political opportunity structures for actors – what 
sociologists and science and technology studies scholars have established as practices of 'qualculation' (Cochoy 
2002). 

We draw here on a view of assemblage, or bricolage, as a process for how targets play into political 
change. In one account of this view, Carstensen (2011) describes how political actors maneuver pragmatically, 
putting together ideas that may not be logically compatible but rather answer to particular political and cultural 
logics. Thereby, "agency often takes the form of bricolage, where bits and pieces of the existing ideational and 
institutional legacy are put together in new forms leading to significant political transformation." In a broader 
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sense, beyond the agency of individual actors or institutions, there emerges a view of climate governance as 
networked, polycentric and pragmatically assembled (Jordan et al 2015; Andonova et al 2009; Wanvik, 2018). 
According to Jordan and co-authors (2015), social scientists have started to chart the changing landscape of 
climate governance, with its increasingly novel and complex forms of policy mechanism, trading schemes, 
incentives, rules and practices. They argue that this emerging polycentric governance illustrates the potential 
of more pluralistic forms of governance, combining networks polycentrism while still ontologically 
underpinned by a top-down and state-centric hierarchy. This is echoed in urban studies of sustainability and 
climate governance, which increasingly underscore the pluralist, incremental, experimental, and dispersed 
nature of urban interventions (Grandin et al 2018.).  

We would hold that this 'bricolaged', assembled view of governance, and in particular climate 
governance, constitutes an advantageous starting point to understand how targets operate – compared to the 
perhaps more traditional structuralist view of targets as understood in the context of an individual organization 
and its performance. Governance is in fact conducted through interacting actors within complex configurations 
of power and authority in multilevel, polycentric governance systems. Steering is accomplished through 
information sharing, the spreading of norms, capacity building, and other diffuse processes (Andonova et al. 
2009; Blondeel 2019). Indeed, Hughes et al. (2020) point to the increasingly data-driven nature of urban 
climate governance as instituting a particular regime of accountability. 

In this context, climate targets can embody norms and signals, and they can mobilize and cohere 
governance efforts by "travelling" across governance networks. The policy mobility literature, typically 
focused on urban policy arrangements, has focused on the mobile aspects of policies. This literature is 
particularly instructive for our purposes in the way that it shows how local policy regimes are co-constructed 
with ideas, discourses – and targets – from elsewhere (Peck and Theodore 2015). To Tememos and McCann 
(2012), mobile policies act as discursive frames that carry certain definitions of what local governance 
problems and the realms of possibility in which solutions might be constructed. In the process of travelling 
from certain policy contexts to others, the specificities and contingencies of policies need to be "polished away" 
in order to make them sufficiently generalized to enable them to travel. They argue that the process of creating 
equivalence between policy contexts, so that policy prescriptions are similar between them, formulating them 
as "best practices" for example (Bulkeley 2006), is a powerful act of translation. It requires expertise and 
familiarity with a specialized, technical or abstract language, and typically with calculative techniques like 
indicators or benchmarking (Tememos & McCann, 2012). These calculative techniques constitute policy 
objective as a global form, appearing as universal to specific places (Prince 2010).  

In climate policy, targets are arguably a particularly powerful calculative technique. It reduces the 
complex formulation of diverse, localized pathways for reducing climate emissions to a concrete, metricized 
number. The target becomes something similar to what Latour (1987) refers to as an "immutable mobile" – an 
inscription of complex reality into a movable artefact, such as a map or a picture, which has wide circulation. 
Compared to many other forms of policy, such as the complex sustainability interventions examined by 
scholars in the policy mobility tradition, a quantified target has an immutability about it that does not change 
during its travels from one institutional or geographical context to another. Think of the 2-degree target 
discussed above. Once it has been formulated, there is less opportunity for it to be altered or subverted. 
Implementation and translation into concrete action are still, of course, subject to fundamental manipulation. 
But the number is there.   

Certainly, it comes as no surprise that quantifying a phenomenon impregnates it with a particular type 
of force, transforming it from the particular and provincial into the language of the universal. Metrics make the 
unknown knowable, and thereby, governable. Foucault showed how scientific knowledge – where metrics, 
quantification and formalization of knowledge play a central role – has provided the foundation for the birth 
of the modern state (Foucault 1991). Foucault's work showed how scientific knowledge advanced our ability 
to govern society and its individuals. In this sense, metricizing the climate and its politics plays into the attempt 
of modern society to make nature and ecology governable, turning it into a domain "accessible only with the 
aid of science and technology" (Jasanoff 2010).  
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Climate change is knowable and measurable in quite precise ways, through global aggregate 
temperatures traced far back in time, parts per million (PPM) of CO2 in the atmosphere, carbon budgets, among 
many others. Measures to deal with climate change are also knowable and measurable in detailed ways, through 
percentage of rise in renewable energy uptake, energy efficiency measures, numbers of electric vehicles sold, 
and so on. This means that policies can be assessed, scenarios can be crafted, decision-makers can – in principle 
– be held to account. And in the seductive ways that metric work in governance, targets may work themselves 
into mindsets and documents even after they have shed their methodological and substantive attire.  

Some have argued that due to this metric legibility of carbon, climate change is actually more open to 
politicization than the sustainable development discourse was. Sustainable development has also been subject 
to quantification (Miller 2005), but has lent itself to incorporation in the growth paradigm and neoliberal modes 
of governance. Climate change is even more amenable to quantification, argue While and co-authors (2010, 
p.77). They hold that the discourse of carbon control may well "represent a harder edge to state environmental 
regulation via non-negotiable target setting…" [italics ours]. Shifting focus from the ambiguous and co-optable 
idea of sustainability towards the more measurable problem of carbon control, they argue, opens for a harder 
type of regulation. For urban governance, this could mean that climate politics and the target-setting it involves, 
could open for challenging mainstream modes of urban development in ways untenable under sustainable 
development (While et al. 2010). The ranking of cities on the basis of carbon emissions is becoming part of 
the competition between cities for investment capital, headquarter locations and attraction of educated workers 
(Jonas et al. 2011). In other words, carbon control and its quantified targets are becoming part of the calculus 
behind "rational" urban governance. Targets are hence doing the work of "cohering" a diverse set of loosely 
connected governance efforts across material and social domains (McGuirk & Dowling 2021; Grandin, 
forthcoming).  

Succinctly put, there are good reasons to consider climate targets as something more than simply 
rhetorical practice devoid of concrete consequence. As the various literatures and perspectives outlined above 
suggest, there are powerful mechanisms by which the quantified climate target may travel across networks and 
institutional contexts, and legitimize practices that may advance sustainable energy transitions. The next 
section examines a concrete chain of events to illustrate how this may occur. While cursory, the case study 
identifies certain mechanisms for how climate targets are legitimized, by scrutinizing the Norwegian Zero 
Growth Objective for urban car transport.   

 
3. Methods  

We approach Norway's Zero Growth Objective for car transport in urban areas as a case to understand 
the mechanisms for how climate-related targets work their way into concrete policymaking. The Zero Growth 
objective states that all growth in private traffic in cities will be in the modes of walking, cycling and public 
transport – in other words, there will be no growth in private car use. The case is of particular relevance because, 
arguably, it is an originally vague target that over time, roughly between 2006 and 2018, was translated into 
concrete policy action, an instance of a speculative political ecology technology serving as a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. The legitimation of the target has been incremental and involves multiple actors with divergent 
interests. Still, the progression from abstract target formulation towards a tangible foundation for concrete 
policy implementation is traceable by examining a series of key documents over time. When we discuss local 
implementation we focus on the city of Bergen, arguably the city and region where the target has been most 
fiercely contested.  

To document this, this article is based on several sources of data. The analysis rests in large part on a 
document analysis, covering major policy documents related to climate policy and the transport sector (White 
Papers, the National Transport Plan, in particular). In analyzing these documents, we read them for how they 
discussed the emergent Zero Growth Objective, emphasizing the context in which it was discussed. We also 
conducted three key informant interviews with governance agents with close familiarity with negotiations 
around the target, and two dozen additional interviews with a broader focus on socially inclusive urban 
transport transition governance in Bergen (during late 2020 and early 2021) that provide contextual 
undergirding. One of the authors also has experience as Political Advisor for the Commissioner for Urban 
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Development in Bergen, and as the Director of the City's Planning and Building Agency, and this experience 
is used here to ground our analysis. Finally, we have used secondary literature and followed the public debate 
on urban development and the Zero Growth Objective in Norway over a number of years.  

 
4. Following the target – Norway's Zero Growth Objective 

 
Making transport governable for climate policy 

The contours of the Zero Growth Objective can be traced back at least to the 2006 White Paper on 
Norwegian Climate Policy [Meld. St. 34, 2006-2007]. There the government put forward some initial goals for 
climate related policy in the transport sector, writing that there is a "need to shift the use of transport modes 
towards public transport, walking and cycling." The overarching reference for this White Paper was the 
international 2-degree target for climate change, officially adopted by the Norwegian government the year 
before. As we discuss above, the 2-degree target is somewhat arbitrary and has been source of controversy 
(Randalls 2010). Yet in this White Paper, the 2-degree target is referred to here in a way that signals a high 
level of ambition and points to the global urgency of acting on climate change. In the context of this first White 
Paper back in 2006, the 2-degree target provides the framing for Norwegian policy, including the Zero Growth 
Objective.  

That formulation – "shift the use of transport modes towards public transport, walking and cycling" – 
can be found in all the key national climate policy documents from then on. The 2008 Climate Accord between 
all political parties in Parliament minus one, the 2012 White Paper on Norwegian Climate Policy and the 2012 
Climate Accord all use that same formulation with miniscule variations. The key formulation – "public 
transport, walking and cycling" [kollektive transportmidler, sykling og gange] first appears as a casual one, 
placed in a sentence about general aims of climate policy in the transport sector, alongside other similarly 
vague phrases. But the repetition across several key documents gradually turns it into an immutable mobile, 
that travels across the policy documents.  

A notable aspect of this journey is that it appears in documents that are increasingly binding. The initial 
White Paper in 2006 is mostly a non-binding outline of possible and intended policy formulation, for which it 
is uncertain whether the Government has support in Parliament. As a parliamentary system of government, 
national policy formulation in laws, national budgets, the national transport plan and so on must secure a 
majority in Parliament. Therefore the inclusion of a version of the formulation ("growth in public transport at 
the expense of car traffic") in the 2008 Climate Accords is significant. Here a broad coalition of political parties 
in Parliament, constituting a significant majority, formed a binding agreement. It is also attached here to a 
funding stream, in the sense that the agreement signals that increasing public transport at the expense of car 
traffic will be a condition for financial support to cities.  

The first time the formulation is explicitly formulated as a target is in the 2012 White Paper on Climate 
Policy ("The Government has the goal that the growth in personal traffic in metropolitan areas will be by public 
transport, cycling and walking"). The 2012 Climate Accords, passed by the majority in Parliament, 
strengthened this formulation even further, particularly by attaching it to funding streams in a stronger way, 
mandating that funding to cities will be conditional upon the cities documenting an increase in public transport 
"at the expense of the car."  

Visible here is increasing political support for climate action, and an increasingly precise formulation 
of policy instruments. The politicians are trying to find appropriate balances between local autonomy and 
national mandates. It seems that the aim of articulating a national goal for all cities – no increase in private car 
traffic – and then attaching funding to that goal, is a pragmatic way to reach cross-ideological support. The 
national goal is clear, cities gain something by reaching it, and the concrete measures are to be decided locally.  

But the early consensus around this target was not only a matter of pragmatism. Around the same time 
as the 2012 Climate Accords, a working group of bureaucrats drafting the National Transport Plan put forward 
their suggestion for the plan. They proposed creating a separate transport strategy for the metropolitan areas, 
and in their discussion of this strategy, we can find the same key formulation found in the documents pointed 
to above – the growth in private traffic must be covered by public transport, walking and cycling. It 
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simultaneously coined this "Nullvekstmålet" – the Zero Growth Objective. According to the leader of the 
working group, they had worked for a long time on the precise formulations. The working group leader has 
been quoted saying "We wanted to find a target that was easy to measure, that would be ambitious and not least 
reachable" (quoted in Strand, 2016).  

A similar target had been around for a while, and this played a role in the formation of what came to be 
known as the Zero Growth Objective. In 2002, the Zero Casualties Vision migrated from Sweden and into 
Norwegian road planning activities. The Zero Casualties Vision was both an ethical guide and a direction for 
further traffic safety work in Norway. This meant, among other things, that the transport system, means of 
transport and regulations for behavior must be designed in a way that promotes safe behavior among road users, 
and contributes as much as possible to human error not leading to serious injuries or death. Inspired by this, 
the head of the National Road Authority, Terje Moe Gustavsen, formulated a new target in the planning process 
of the National Transport Plan (NTP) around 2005. A senior local government official taking part in the 
negotiations said:  

 
We discussed the (Zero Growth) Objective in the treatment of the NTP at that time, but it did not 
take effect until much later. I was told that the target was first presented by the director himself. 
He was that kind of leader, wanting easy, measurable targets, and he was directly comparing the 
Zero Growth Objective with the Zero Casualties Vision from 2002.  Source: interview with the 
authors, 2020 
 
 The Zero Growth Objective's way into regulatory frameworks came via the Toll Road Settlement in 

Parliament, according to one interviewee (interview, senior local government official in Bergen, 2020). In other 
words, its communicability and propensity to travel was inscribed in its form. Since then, the Zero Growth 
Objective has been mentioned, integrated and discussed in innumerable briefs, policy documents, talks and 
newspaper articles on transport policy in Norway. The way the target is formulated – with its simple 
quantification: "zero" – may account for some of its carrying power. This simple quantification renders the 
intricate problem of sustainable transitions in transport, with its multiple modes of mobility, multiple scales of 
governance, and complex configurations of publicly funded infrastructure and individual behavior, into 
something highly measurable and governable – zero growth. It instantiates how the immutability of a "hard" 
number can create coherence, directionality and measurability to policy action. 

 It is also important to understand how the target was arrived at. It was carried from lofty White Papers 
on climate policy, through cross-party negotiations in Parliament, and then picked up by a bureaucratic working 
group negotiating the National Transport Plan. As a climate-related target, it is widely seen as a success, and 
currently constitutes an important element of the structural conditions for transport and mobility planning 
(Tennøy & Øksenholt 2018). Informants tell us that the Urban Growth Agreements would not have existed 
without the Zero Growth Objective (interviews, senior local government officials, 2020). We can follow the 
process through which this occurs quite concretely, through budget documents and funding agreements 
between the government and cities. Later, as we elaborate below, it made its way to the major cities of Norway 
through Urban Growth Agreements that specify government funding for urban infrastructure projects. In this 
journey, the Zero Growth Objective manages to build coherence among and harmonize a diverse set of 
interests, ideologies and governance logics.  

In Figure 1 we have plotted the key policy documents into a timeline, to illustrate the development of 
the target over time, i.e., the articulation of a speculative technology through policy documents as artefacts of 
an emergent political ecology. As the figure illustrates, the metric has developed by being formulated with 
increased precision over time, as a specific target, increasingly tied to funding streams, and increasingly 
mentioned in the National Transport Plan.  
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Figure 1: The development of the Zero Growth Objective in key policy documents (2006-
2018), with increasing "hardening" over time.   
 

The Zero Growth Objective arrives in cities  
Starting in 2014, the National Transport Plan adopted the Zero Growth Objective as an important target 

for transport policy in cities. Here it was also translated to a concrete agreement framework tied to a funding 
scheme for cities, as it launched the Urban Environment Agreements. The stated purpose for this new 
framework is to meet the Zero Growth Objective.  

It then followed that the Government would negotiate with the largest cities in Norway and other 
regional authorities with responsibility for transport, to create a "greater coherence in urban policy" by having 
these authorities collectively commit to common goals written into the Urban Environment Agreements 
(National Transport Plan 2014-2023, see Ministry of Transportation, 2012). Now, all relevant authorities would 
sign a binding agreement on how to meet the Zero Growth Objective, and this agreement would be the basis 
for government funding for local transport. So, from then on, the amount of funding cities received for local 
transport infrastructure was tied to how well they worked towards meeting the Zero Growth Objective. This 
has included specific indicators measuring whether or not car traffic decreases. In 2016 and 2017, such 
Agreements were signed with Oslo, Trondheim, Bergen and Stavanger (the Jæren region).  

Subsequently, the Zero Growth Objective has been mainstreamed into planning and land use regulation 
of the cities themselves. It is a ubiquitous condition for decision-making within the wide range of issues that 
affect the abilities for cities for reach the goal, such as location of housing, retail services, transport 
infrastructure, congestion charging, and much more. It introduces a simple calculus for decision-makers in 
cities – failure to meet the target will affect the amount of government money available in the next round of 
negotiations. But beyond this, the effectiveness of the target goes beyond this simple calculus. It has become a 
standard reference point for ambitions in the climate field, and percolated into the urban policy discourse at 
many levels. And trends in actual traffic patterns are following suit – all cities mentioned above now have a 
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reduction in private car traffic in 2018 (Norwegian Environmental Agency, 2021). Arguably, it has contributed 
to normalizing and routinizing a way of thinking about transitions in cities that was considered highly ambitious 
– even intractable – only a few years ago.  

 
Local resistance  

Once formulated nationally, the Zero Growth Objective was written into Urban Growth Agreements, 
negotiated between the national government, the National Road Authority, the Regional County and the 
individual cities. By 2017, the target provided the overarching framing for these agreements. In the agreement 
negotiated for Bergen, it appears in the very first sentence [Urban Growth Agreement for Bergen, 2017]. This 
agreement gave 6 billion NOK (about €600m or US$567m) in funding for local infrastructure projects – 
provided that the city had realistic plans to reach the target of zero growth. In other words, the target is not a 
vague ambition, as it was in 2006, but tied directly to significant funding streams.  

A sure sign of the power of the target is the type of resistance it has generated. Interpretations vary 
considerably across cities and between urban centers and adjacent municipalities party to Urban Growth 
Agreements. While urban centers have developed rather ambitious objectives over several years in line with 
the Zero Growth Objective, more peripheral areas in the outskirts of the cities are challenging the 
generalizability of the Objective. "The Objective as such is an extremely hard sell, and it is difficult for the 
more peripheral municipalities to understand. It is the money behind it that makes a difference here, not the 
goal itself. We had never managed to get the outskirt municipalities onboard without these funds" (interview 
with senior local official in Bergen, 2020). In these areas, local politicians have won elections on programs of 
growth and development, and on opposing the objective altogether. Indeed, municipal employees in Austevoll 
municipality near Bergen reflected upon its non-partnership in the agreement when interviewed in 2020, saying 
perhaps  

 
…the municipality does not want to give up on the council's authority over where to build" and 
that "the municipal plan and previous decisions provide guidelines for what we do today. And 
of course you have to have political leadership with you. And political leadership is of course 
development-friendly, where people want to build" (interview with the authors, 2020)  
 

Hence for small-town politicians, autonomy in governing real estate and strategic spatial planning may well 
outweigh the benefits of federal funds that come with strings attached. 

The target has made its way into public debate and turned into a catalyst, where it was once limited to 
technical artefacts including reports. It has been an animating theme for broad public debate and protest. In the 
municipal elections of 2019, a new protest party against road tolls (The people's action – No to more road tolls) 
emerged in the major cities. In Bergen, this party, which was formed the same year, became the third largest 
party, sending shock waves through the political establishment (Haarstad & Wanvik, 2021). Since the road 
tolls are mandated by the Urban Growth Agreements, founded on the Zero Growth Objective, the target was 
at the core of people's anger. It was particularly in suburban and rural areas around cities where revolts 
occurred, since they were the ones paying the increasing road tolls. It was basically their traffic that the Zero 
Growth Objective aimed to stop. National politicians, worried about the competition from the new protest 
party, started debating scrapping the Zero Growth Objective or revising it significantly.   

In a sense, the resistance and public attention pertaining to the target indicate its significant carrying 
power. Few vague and ambitious formulations in White Papers make it that far. We attribute this to several 
things. For one, its articulation as a simple metric made it mobile, and enabled it to travel from technical reports 
and policy documents, through concrete funding schemes and implemented policy, and into public debate and 
resistance. The architects of the targets said they needed an easily formulated and measurable target – the "zero 
growth" formulation "cohered" a complex set of policy objectives around an easily communicable metric.  

Still, it is of course an open question to what extent the Zero Growth Objective leads to a reduction in 
transport, and subsequently, a reduction in CO2 emissions. The light rail in Bergen, one of the most expensive 
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and concrete outcomes of the Urban Growth Agreements, has shown that it is able to reduce private car 
transport, and that way, we might say that it meets the goal. Otherwise in Bergen (the suburbs), transport by 
private car has continuously increased in recent years, despite large investments and efforts to prevent it. This 
can tell us something about how effective the Zero Growth Objective actually is.  

In reality, national and local governments are allowing developments that, while not legally 
contradicting the Urban Growth Agreements and the Zero Growth Objective per se, nonetheless undermine the 
ability of cities to reach the goal in practice. Large state-built road projects leading into the cities are certain to 
increase traffic flows into the city, making it hard for them to reach the target of zero growth in traffic – a 
paradox where the state effectively demands that cities reduce traffic, and then increases traffic flows into the 
same cities by expanding roads (see Tennøy et al. 2019). Local governments may also undermine the target of 
zero growth through their development projects. One example mentioned by one informant is how a single 
industrial development, Lyseparken industrial park in Bjørnafjorden municipality right outside Bergen, can 
undermine the entire investment in public transport, cycling and walking between Bergen and the adjacent 
suburb Os (interview, senior local official, Bergen, 2020). We also see that the land use and zoning plans of 
the bordering municipalities to Bergen are geared towards increased and continuous growth, something that in 
itself would undermine the Zero Growth Objective. Finally, the Zero Growth Objective is also undermined by 
the electrification of the private vehicle fleet, in which Bergen is a frontrunner. This provides a technological 
pathway to cutting CO2 emissions from private cars, in ways that allow politicians to skirt more difficult 
decisions.  

In other words, even though a target becomes an “immutable mobile” (Latour, 1987) and travels through 
institutional contexts, there is still an open question about how it is received and enrolled in local governance 
contexts. We would argue that the target assessed here has been highly successful, in terms of its reach and the 
force with which it has been picked up and implemented by governance agents. There are important lessons 
here on the mechanisms of how climate and sustainability-related targets are hardened to become mobile, and 
consequently bring coherence to policy actions. Yet the actual processes of local implementation, and in turn 
real reduction in CO2 emissions, remain subject to local contestation and struggle.  

  
5. Conclusion: Metrics and the political ecology of climate policy  

In this article we have discussed how policy targets on climate change have real effects. Critical scholars 
have often taken a skeptical view of official climate discourses, seeing them as empty rhetoric at best, and 
greenwashing at worst (Blühdorn 2007; Delmas & Burbano 2011). We have tested the opposite view, looking 
at a case that may represent an example of a 'successful' climate-related target. Arguably, in a fragmented, 
polycentric and dispersed governance landscape, the immutability of a hard number can create coherence, 
direction and measurability to policy action.  

The article contributes to speculative political ecology by moving beyond critiquing existing regimes 
of governance around target-setting in climate and sustainability policy. The case of Norway's Zero Growth 
Objective illustrates some of the processes that legitimize and normalize an ambitious climate-related target. 
This involved soft mechanisms, inserting itself in the discourse on urban policy and moving the goalposts; and 
hard mechanisms, conditioning funding flows from national to local levels and providing hard financial 
incentives for local action. The analysis of our case can help us tease out ways in which fragments of existing 
governance arrangements can become catalysts or be leveraged to help unlock shifts towards sustainability. As 
Westskog et al. (2020: p.564) reflect, "adaptive governance processes, especially those with complex 
underlying structures of roles and power, require time to develop." The Zero Growth Objective is a notable 
example of such gradual institutionalization (Grandin and Sareen 2020), a speculative technology propagated 
through artefacts like reports and the embodied agency of networked actors in a political ecology of urban 
transport and spatial planning. 

To conclude, we revisit conceptualizations of targets as rhetorical practice, triggers for action, and 
immutable mobiles. The Zero Growth Objective shows that they can be all three, and that taken together, these 
can overcome the risk of targets being empty vessels, catalysts without durability, or metrics without enrolment. 
In this sense, to be effective, sustainability metrics must exhibit all the above properties, and these properties 
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must be enlisted and empowered by situated actors through strategic means over time, to unlock the potential 
held by targets as speculative technologies. The artefacts through which the technology propagates may be 
mundane (technical sectoral reports) or high-profile (national plans), visible (agreements) or invisible (timely 
interventions by key decision-makers), and are constitutive of a political ecology into which a metric must be 
absorbed to have real-world impact. 

It is the dynamics of this absorption that we have engaged with here. We find enough substance to argue 
that climate targets should not be dismissed out of hand, but can be productively understood as speculative 
technologies with the potential to become self-fulfilling prophecies. The realization of this potential through 
relational means is a key element of the changing political ecology of sustainability transitions. Attention to 
maneuvers around metrics can provide empirical grounding to discussions of climate policy and targets, and 
generate insights into their impact and pathways for long-term, effective shifts in sectorial political ecologies. 
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